ever came first.
She also told me that
had been adopted to a lovely young couple who had been
waiting for a child for 6 years and that this was their first child, also, that he would be
going to a very good home. No concern for my welfare at all.
Phil and I sadly didn't marry, the sorrow and grief of losing our son was too much of a
strain and took it's toll on our relationship.
Years later, 16 years later in fact, it was 1986 and after searching for many years I was
finally able to receive non-identifying information on my son
.
The letter from the Department of Family services stated that he had been adopted out to a
couple in their 40's and he was their 3rd out of 4 adopted children! Plus the adoption date
was outside the 30 days stated.
I was devastated!
I approached the Department and spoke to a
in the Adoption section, he was
very sympathetic and apologetic when I told him about my case, but what he told me next
shocked me. The officers in the Adoption department at the time of
adoption were
advised by their superiors that the babies were not to be returned to their rightful mothers
under any circumstances and tell the mothers any form of lies to make them go away,
unbelievable!
and I were reunited in 1992, we had an interesting relationship, we were close, but
always on his terms.
10 years ago
health and mental health began to suffer and unfortunately and sadly
he passed away January this year.
I did not attend
funeral as I couldn't once again cope with all the lies that would
confront me.
adopted parents are not alive anymore
but he does have 3 adopted siblings who just took over funeral arrangements and virtually
excluded me even though I was a large part of
life over the last 30 years.
It is interesting to note here that no death certificate can be issued without the original birth
certificate. Also no passport can be issued without the original birth certificate, which in
many cases for adopted individuals, was the first time they found out that they were
adopted, difficult to cope with especially in your 50's and 60's etc.
As my son left no will, never married and had no children and his adopted parents had
passed away I assumed his estate would automatically come to me, his closest blood
relative. Not so, his estate is with the Queensland Trustees and I was advised that
estate will be divided between his adopted siblings.
Yet, I was told by a Queensland Estate solicitor if I was indigenous, and had my child
stolen I would be entitled to inherit
estate.
I would like to see us mothers receive the same rights, this is bordering discrimination.
In closing, as
natural parents, we would also like to be able to place a plaque on
his grave to acknowledge his true birth details.
History should be based on truth, not lies.
I would also like to see the relinquishing mothers receive the same rights as our indigenous

sisters who had their babes stolen:In forms of support and compensation.
I recognize that this is a strong statement but really, I ask you weren't forced adoptions
merely another form of legal human trafficking?
So sad.
Thanking you for all your support on this matter, and appreciate all that you are doing to
correct this.
Feel free to contact me.
Yours sincerely,
Min Marshall.

